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released in 04/2020. Installation
and usage Important note When
you want to record the contents
of the computer, remember to set
the folder to record.Labour MP
Ann Cryer says she has been
told by party officials she is not
the only Labour candidate facing
a recall ballot. Opposition MPs
are thought to have been chosen
by Labour's general secretary
Iain McNicol to make up the six-
person 'National Executive
Committee' (NEC) responsible
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for selecting the party's
candidates for the coming
election. But MPs are now said
to be considering whether to
mount a challenge to the list of
nominations, of which Cryer is
the only female. Cryer, who was
a candidate in 2010, said: "I
know that some have been told
by party officials that they will
be facing a recall vote. "There
have been a number of
accusations made about the
process in the last 48 hours. "It's
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all very hush-hush, but I know
that there is an official
investigation into complaints
about members' lists that I'm on.
"I have no idea about the
circumstances in which they
made the decision to exclude me
- so I don't know if they have
decided to make the same
decision in respect to other
people. "I had to go in there and
give my reasons and I was called
in the morning and told I wasn't
on the list. "I'm not able to say
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anything more than that." Fellow
Labour MP John Mann, who is
backing a recall bid, said: "There
have been a number of
complaints - there are various
lists of people that are
supposedly not on the NEC. "It's
completely undemocratic. I will
be writing to McNicol and
asking him to tell us what has
gone on." The NEC was formed
after the 1979 general election,
as an attempt to ensure all
decision making was
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transparent. It currently has 54
members and consists of 12
deputy 2d92ce491b
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